Recently, various controlled rocking systems have been proposed in seismic design to prevent damage concentration and to achieve self-centering against a wide range of input ground motion intensities. However, there are several obstacles to overcome before they can be applied to actual buildings, such as the requirement of large, self-centering post-tensioned (PT) strands and special treatment at uplift column bases. This paper proposes a non-uplifting spine frame system with energy-dissipating members without PT strands; its self-centering function relies on envelope elastic moment frames. The system is applied to an actual building constructed in Japan. Conventional shear damper and uplifting rocking systems with PT strands developed in prior studies are applied to the same building structures, and the performance of the three systems, including damage distribution, energy dissipation, self-centering, robustness against severe earthquake, and irregular stiffness, is compared and discussed through numerical simulations. -1941 - Table 4 LU Table 4 Elastic natural periods (unit: s) 
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Introduction
Catastrophic earthquakes striking beneath Tokyo and along the Nankai trough have been predicted to occur with high probability, which warns that, the existing buildings in those areas are running a high risk of suffering earthquake shaking beyond the conventional design level. In order to prevent damage concentration at weak stories and to mitigate residual deformation, various controlled rocking systems have been proposed. However, to apply these systems to actual buildings, several obstacles must be overcome. To eliminate these difficulties, this paper proposes a new non-uplifting spine frame (NL) system without PT strands. The proposed system is applied for an actual building structure under construction, and its performance is compared with a conventional shear damper (SD) system and a controlled uplifting rocking frame (LU) system with PT strands.
Design and Modeling of Structural Systems
The proposed NL system consists of: 1) a stiff braced steel frame (for example, spine frame); 2) replaceable energy dissipating members; 3) envelope moment frames. The spine frame plays a key role in distributing damages uniformly to whole stories. The envelope moment frames remain mostly elastic and provide self-centering performance. The proposed NL systems are designed with the same condition for an actual building under construction, and compared with the steel moment-resisting frame with SD, and LU systems. Detailed three-dimensional nonlinear models were developed in the OpenSEES software.
Seismic Performance of Three Structural Systems
Nonlinear dynamic analysis was conducted to evaluate the performance of the three systems. Five ground motions which were scaled to follow the BRI-L2 were used herein. Some key parameters, for example maximum story drift, drift concentration factor, residual story drift, and cumulative plastic strain energy, were compared and discussed. In addition, the limit-state capacities of the three systems were studied by incremental dynamic analysis.
Seismic Performance with Single-story Irregular Configuration
The models in previous sections were modified to irregular models by degrading stiffness and strength of columns in a specific story. Same analysis methods with those in section 3 were employed to validate the seismic behavior of the NL system with irregular configurations.
Conclusion
The following conclusions were summarized from this study. 1) For the regular models subjected to a design-level earthquake, the proposed NL model achieved the smallest story drifts and damage concentration factors compared with the SD and LU models. Additionally, the residual story drift of the NL model was as small as that of the LU model, even without PT strands. The LU model resulted in more damage in the envelope frames, whereas the envelope frames in NL model remained almost undamaged.
2) In the incremental dynamic analysis, the LU model and the NL model showed stable seismic performance with increased input ground motion intensity.
3) Even for the irregular models with unbalanced vertical strength distributions subjected to a design-level earthquake, the story drifts, damage concentration factors, and residual story drift of the LU and NL models were kept consistent with those of the regular models. In contrast, severe damage concentration in the irregular story was observed in the SD model.
4) The first-story irregular LU model exhibited degradation after the bottom diagonal members in the rocking frame yielded during IDA analysis, similar to the degradation of the SD model. In contrast, the proposed NL model showed stable performance with increased input ground motion intensity even with the irregular first story.
In summary, the proposed NL spine frame was verified as showing excellent performance in preventing damage concentration in weak stories as well as sufficient self-centering capacity and robustness under large earthquakes even without PT strands. 
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